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In an Indian	and script   In	of the difficulties attending the decipherment and publica- Language
of the Kharo§thi	the site, It	safe to state        their early Prakrit, like         a^ f^oT"
of the	version	in the birch-bark fragments of die Dutreuil de Rhins MS., Kharo§th!
in phonetic and other features to the dialects which can be	to have doctuaeuts.
prevailed in the	north-west of	ancient times.9   As to the script It is certain that
the         of its	Is very closely	to that represented in north-western India
by the	of the	period*    But as long as the chronology of the latter remaias beset
by its	It Is	Central-Asian historical research which benefits by
the	in the	agreement10
It	as	as	to	this use of Indian language and script for pur-
of	as	to the old tradition, recorded by Hsiian~tsangf which
of	having received a	of Its early	by immigration from Taksa^lla, language*
the Taxlla of the Greeks, ib the extreme north-west of India.11   But it must be clear also that the
aspects of the	ha\re	to	cliaaged by the results of my subse-
quent	which have proved the regular use of KbarastM writing and an early Prakrit for
administrative purposes to have prevailed about the	as far east as the Lop-nor region.12
We are thus faced by the question whether the far-spread use of	not partly a result also of the
political influence which the powerful Judo-Scythian dominion established both north and south of
the Hindtikush seems to	exercised for a time in the Tarim	during the early centuries
of our era,1* or of that even more important cultural influence which must have accompanied the
propaganda carried	from the Oxus	the	period.   The time has
not yet arrived for attempting a definite	to        and	questions.
In the Detailed Report on my former explorations I have already discussed at length the great Change of
in	to	the rained	such eloquent testimony, and which must P%®^
the	student	as	as the archaeologist14    I have emphasized there the proved by
importance attaching to ' the	by a distance of at least fifteen miles of the river's final site-
course^        of the belt it fertilizes *.    The progress of general desiccation alone supplies an adequate
for        shrinkage.    The evidence afforded by this feature appeared to me all die more
conclusive because, in the         of the Niya Site, no question could possibly arise as to the source of
its water-supply ; moreover it        here possible to keep the comparison of the ancient and modem
Cf. J. Bktch, X#
190, xix. pp. 331 sqq,
se	are sufficiently	by the
controversies still proceeding as to the relative grouping of
the	Indo-SeytlwiB  raters known to us  In India
by their	and contemporary inscriptions, and as to the
of the era or         in' wMcli tbe latter axe
(cf.   e*g. Mr.   Kennedy's   articles,  The	&f
JJRjlS., 19129 pp* 665 sq%; Oldenbergf Z*r
Ar	«fer JKemjk&t	tier JT. {?«?//-
i9iis pp. 42? sqq.=
tte Erm ef	In	of /far PaK Text
191 a, pp, i-i8)a
I	in	tbe cironalogica!
by the Kbanoftfal	Niya has
received the	it	The exact dating, a.b.
s6<h erf the	record, N. xv. 326 (see
L p. 370), definitely	them to tbe
half of the         ceatay of oar era*   It is	that
 the close agreement which their writing	with the
characteristic palaeograpfaic features of the inscriptions  of
Kani§ka	Ms undoubted successor must raise serious
as to the correctcess of a recent theory which would
Kaniska*s reign commence in the first half of the first
cent my b. c.    It Is very	that a scrif^ cmmTe in its
very character,,	appear in "written documents with
practically the	feararcs which it	three centuries
earlier m	records.    THs is urn the	to
indicate other reason^ cMefiy aiclia«>Iogica}9 wfckli make me
inclined to	a much later claling of Kn§ana rafc in
India.
11 CL for a critical analysts of this local tradition, Anamf
L pp* 163 sqq.
» See below,
11 C£ Amam/ SkGlsn^ L pp. 55 sq.    To the references
there given must now be added M. Ctiavannes* transiatioii of
a notice In the Later Haa Annals^ J*^ff^-/a?» 190 J3 p. 205.
14 See Ancient K^ian* L pp. 383 sqq.
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